Child safety and wellbeing
Letting girls walk home after the weekly meeting
Letting mum collect a girl, when usually dad would be collecting her
Removing a girl from the unit for a week because they won’t behave
Adult safety and wellbeing
Running a bar area for adults on a county camp
One of the older leaders seems to keep forgetting things, so you have decided to only let them help out in the kitchen.
Communications
Being friends with a girl on Facebook
Texting a girl to tell them there has been a change of venue
Taking photos of girls, to update the Group website
Physical contact
Sitting a distressed girl on your knee to comfort them
Holding hands with a girl when crossing the road
Standing behind a girl to demonstrate use of climbing equipment
Meeting place safety
Climbing on a chair to open a window
Running after a girl after they have left the meeting place in the middle of activities
Transporting a girl home because they have not been picked up at the end of a meeting
Residential events
Sleeping in the same room with girls on a residential event
After one of the leaders drops out of an event, another parent says they can help, but they have not been through recruitment checks. It’s an emergency, so this once you hope it’s OK.
Not telling parents that their child was sick until they pick them up
Supervising activities
Supervising young people getting undressed for swimming
Running a Rainbow meeting with two adults and three young leaders
Assisting a young person with toileting